Effect of histologic type on recurrence pattern in radiation therapy for medically inoperable patients with stage I non-small-cell lung cancer.
Japanese randomized trials showed that there was a significant impact on survival from stage I adenocarcinoma (AD) of the lung by adjuvant chemotherapy with uracil-tegaful after complete resection but there was no effect for patients with squamous cell carcinoma (SQ). The purpose of this study was to examine the correlation of tumor histology and clinical outcome of radiation therapy (RT) for stage I non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and to consider the necessity of adjuvant chemotherapy after RT for these patients. The subjects were 83 patients, 54 with SQ and 29 with AD; they had received definitive RT with the total dose ranging from 60 to 80 Gy with conventional fractionation at a daily dose of 2 Gy. The differences between SQ and AD with respect to survival and recurrence pattern were investigated. The 5-year overall survival and cause-specific survival rates were 26.5% and 49.1%, respectively. No difference in survival was observed between SQ and AD patients, and the recurrence rates were almost identical (44% for SQ and 45% for AD). However, the 5-year primary control rate of SQ was significantly poorer than that of AD (SQ: 61.5%; AD: 87.6%; p = 0.03). Conversely, the 5-year metastasis-free survival rate of SQ was significantly better than that of AD (SQ: 88.2%; AD: 53.0%; p = 0.005). The different failure pattern, according to tumor histology, indicates that taking into consideration the difference in their clinical behaviors would also be important for planning RT and surgery for early lung cancer.